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Red Robin and Snow Wreath
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A little girl walks with her dog in the fresh snow. She does not notice the little robin, perched on the branch above
her.

 

Perrette Samouiloff have a keen sense of observation of nature and it shows in the quality of her cross stitch
designs. The choice of colors is also very interesting, with a play of contrast between the winter branches, stylized
in white, and the scene played out before our eyes, all in warm colors.

 

The cross stitch pattern worked on natural 28ct linen can be mounted in an 8 inch embroidery hoop or a square
frame of the same size. You can also mount the embroidery in the center of a cushion cober displayed during the
holiday season. Form a frame with matching fabric around the stitched piece, as you would a patchwork border.

 

The red robin cross stitch pattern is similar in style and size with the Blue tits (Chickadees) pattern. Why not stitch
them as a pair.

 

A cross stitch pattern by Perrette Samouiloff.

>> see more Christmas patterns by Perrette Samouiloff
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Red Robin and Snow Wreath

Chart size in stitches: 99 x 92 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 14 ct Aida or 28 ct linen, natural

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch, 3/4 cross stitch

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-robin-snow-wreath-cross-stitch-xml-214_228-3888.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-bluetits-chickadees-cross-stitch-xml-207_409_702-3752.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-christmas-xsl-296_299_364.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=3888&w=99&h=92


Chart: color

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 8

Themes: winter wreath, snow,white Christmas

 

>> see all patterns with Winter birds (all designers)

>> see all patterns for Christmas (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/winter-christmas-bird-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-207_409_652.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/celebrations-holidays-seasons-xmas-holiday-season-xsl-214_228.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-robin-snow-wreath-cross-stitch-xml-214_228-3888.html

